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COUNTRY

FOCUSED

Experience the enigmatic and 
enchanting splendours of Holland 

and its most famous cities.



Suggested Excursions:
Additional activities that complement your holidays will be at your own discretion and is entirely 
optional.
*Minimum group size may apply.
• Bruges: €65 / €55
• Volendam with Lunch: €49 / €39

Service Fee Guideline: (based on 10D7N)
• Tipping: €80 per person

Notes:
• Keukenhof garden visit is a special inclusion during the Keukenhof season. For group 

travelling outside of the period, a guided tour of the city of Leiden will be replaced. 
• A minimum group size of 15 passengers is required for a confirmed departure.
• The sequence of the itinerary, flight schedules and hotels are subject to change without prior 

notice in the event of unforeseen circumstances.
• During major events, accommodation may be relocated to outside of the city or in another 

city without prior notice.
• Activities are subject to weather conditions.

The famous tulips 
are in full bloom 

during Spring! We will be visiting Keukenhof Gardens in Amsterdam from 23 March – 14 May in 2023
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DELICACIES
Meal Plan

7 Breakfasts, 1 Lunch, 4 Dinners

HIGHLIGHTS
AMSTERDAM

• Dam Square

• Diamond Factory

• Canal Cruise

• Zaanse Schans

 

GRONINGEN 

• Market Square

• Martinitoren

• Martin’s Church

• Town Hall

GIETHOORN

• Water Village Boat Ride

NIJMEGEN

• Powder Tower

• Weighing House

• Old Town Hall

• Stevens Church

ROERMOND 

• Designer Outlet

MAASTRICHT

• Dominicanen Bookstore

ROTTERDAM

• Cube Houses

• Markthal

DELFT

• Royal Delft (Entrance)

THE HAGUE

• Madurodam (Entrance)

• Houses of Parliament

• Peace Palace

UTRECHT

• De Haar Castle (Entrance)

LISSE

• Keukenhof Gardens (Entrance)

4★ HOTELS
GRONINGEN Leonardo 

NIJMEGEN Mercure

MAASTRICHT NH Maastricht

ROTTERDAM NH Capelle

AMSTERDAM NH Zuid

*Note: Hotels subject to final confirmation. 
Should there be changes, customers will be 
offered accommodation similar to this list.

Zaanse 

Schans

Flight path

Traverse by coach

Featured destinations

Overnight stays 1 2
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AMSTERDAMZAANSE SCHANS
GRONINGEN
Meals on Board, Dinner - 3 Course Fish w Dutch Tin Cake

Upon arrival, journey to visit Zaanse Schans where you 
will be presented with an idyllic scene of traditional 
windmills, barns, cottages, and museums built in typical 
Dutch architectural style. Watch how cheeses and 
wooden clogs are made in demonstrations by expert 
craftsmen skilled in these traditional crafts. Continue to 
Groningen for the night.

HOMEAMSTERDAM
Assemble at the airport and take-off to Amsterdam, the 
Netherlands’ capital.
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GRONINGENGIETHOORNNIJMEGEN
Breakfast, Lunch - 3 Course Spare Ribs

Spend some time exploring the university city of 
Groningen, arrive at the Market Square where you will 
find the highest church steeple in the city – the 
Martinitoren, the Martin’s Church and the Town Hall. 
Next, get away from the bustling city life and find some 
respite in the beautiful and idyllic Giethoorn Village. 
Explore the village by boat, be mesmerized as you stroll 
along the canals, pass by ancient thatched-roof 
farmhouse and cross over the tall old wooden bridges.
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GIETHOORN WATER VILLAGE NETHERLANDS

NIJMEGENROERMOND DESIGNER 
OUTLETMAASTRICHT
Breakfast, Chinese Dinner

This morning explores the fortified city of Nijmegen, 
Holland’s oldest city. You will see historical monuments 
such as the powder tower, the weighing house, the old 

town hall and Stevens Church. Thereafter, indulge in a 
shopping spree at Roermond Designer Outlet with 
great buys of up to 70% discount. Proceed to Maastrict, 
visit the Dominicanen Bookstore, which looks like a 
beautiful Gothic church from the outside.
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GREAT MARKET, NIJMEGEN



MAASTRICHTROTTERDAM
Breakfast

Leaving Maastricht behind, travel to the Netherlands' 
second largest city, Rotterdam, which contains one of 
the largest ports in the world. You may join an optional 
tour to the charming city of Belgium, Bruges. A 
picturesque city whose charms sneak up on you 
unexpectedly, Bruges has plenty of jaw-dropping, 
beautiful architecture to admire.
Optional: Bruges Tour
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ROTTERDAMUTRECHTAMSTERDAM
Breakfast, Dinner - 3 Course Dutch Stamppot with Meatball

This morning, travel to the city of Utrecht. Visit the 
largest castle in Netherlands - De Haar Castle. Be 
immersed in a wealth of history and art and discover the 
residence of the Van Zuylen family in the 20th century. 
Take a walk in its tranquil parklands, explore the Rose 
Garden or Roman Garden. Continue to Amsterdam, get 
to know the beautiful Dutch capital from the water as 
you cruise through the canal district. Visit to a diamond 

factory before spending some time at Dam Square. 
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AMSTERDAMHOME
Breakfast

Enjoy the rest of the day at leisure till it is time to transfer 
to the airport for your flight home.
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HOME SWEET HOME
We hope you enjoyed your vacation with our company 
and we look forward to seeing you again for your next 
trip.
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AMSTERDAM
Breakfast

Set off to the city of Lisse to tour the legendary 
Keukenhof Gardens where vast numbers of tulips, 
daffodils and hyacinths create dazzling patches of color. 
Blooms here – at their peak- have a short but glorious 
season. The park is said to be the greatest flower show 
on earth, and it's Holland's annual spring gift to the 
world. The rest of the day is at your leisure. You may wish 
to make an optional visit to Volendam, a quaint fishing 
town in North Holland well-known for its traditional 
costumes and vibrant Dutch music scene.
Note: Keukenhof visit is only from 23 March to 14 May 2023.

Optional: Volendam Tour
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ROTTERDAMDELFTTHE HAGUE
ROTTERDAM
Breakfast, Dinner - 3 Course + Wine at Windmill Restaurant

Head to the lovely city of Delft, which is famous as home 
to the handcrafted, blue & white pottery. You’ll visit the 
only remaining Royal Delft factory which dates back 
from the 17th century. Then make your way to The Hague 
for a city tour where you will see the beautiful Houses of 

Parliament, the working palace of the Dutch king, and 
the Peace Palace. Visit the nearby Madurodam, which is 
an outdoor park featuring miniature replicas of the 
Netherlands’ most famed locations. Return to Rotterdam, 
stop to view the remarkable yellow Cube Houses and visit 
Markthal, the largest covered market hall in Netherlands. 
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DE HAAR CASTLE, UTRECHT

www.euholidays.com.sg sales@euholidays.com.sg+65 6958 8888

SUNTEC SINGAPORE CONVENTION & EXHIBITION CENTRE

1 Raffles Boulevard, Level 2 Crescent 2, Singapore 039593
(Beside link bridge to Marina Square/Opposite Don Don Donki #02-379-387)

®

CUBE HOUSES, ROTTERDAM


